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1.  Resistance 

 

Ohm’s Law 

If the applied voltage V and resulting current I have associated 

references, the relation between V and I is: 

 

 
 

The SI unit of resistance is the ohm with symbol Ω.  The inverse of 

resistance is called conductance and its quantity symbol is G, and the 

unit is ℧. 

G =1/R 

I(amperes) = G(siemens) x V(volts) 

 

Resistivity 

At a fixed temperature the resistance of a conductor is: 

 

where l is the conductor length in meters and A is the cross-sectional 

area in square meters. The constant of proportionality p, the Greek 

lowercase ρ is the quantity symbol for resistivity, the factor that 

depends on the type of material. 

 

Resistor Power Absorption 

Substitution from V = IR into P = VI gives the power absorbed by a 

linear resistor in terms of resistance: 

 

Nominal Values and Tolerances 

The popular carbon-composition resistors have tolerances of 20, 10, 

and 5 percent, which means that the actual resistances can vary from 

the nominal values by as much as +20, ± 10, and ±5 percent of the 

nominal values. 
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Color Code 

The most popular resistance color code has nominal resistance values 

and tolerances indicated by the colors of either three or four bands 

around the resistor casing. For tolerance: Gold is 5%, Silver is 10%. 

 

 

 

Open and Short Circuits 

An open circuit has an infinite resistance, which means that it has 

zero current flow through it for any finite voltage across it. On a 

circuit diagram it is indicated by two terminals not connected to 

Anything. 

A short circuit is the opposite of an open circuit. It has zero voltage 

across it for any finite current flow through it. On a circuit diagram a 

short circuit is designated by an ideal conducting wire—a wire 

with zero resistance. 

 

Internal Resistance 

Every practical voltage or current source has an internal resistance. 
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2.  Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law and Series DC Circuits 

 

Circuit Terms 

 

A branch of a circuit is a single component such as a resistor or a 

source. 

 

A node is a connection point between two or more branches. On 

 

A loop is any simple closed path in a circuit. 

 

A mesh is a loop that does not have a closed path in its interior. No 

components are inside a mesh. 

 

Components are connected in series if they carry the same current. 

 

Components are connected in parallel if the same voltage is across 

them. 

 

 

Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law and Series DC Circuits 

 

Kirchhoff's voltage law, abbreviated KVL, has three equivalent 

versions: At any instant around a loop, in either a clockwise or 

counter-clockwise direction: 

 

1. The algebraic sum of the voltage drops is zero. 

2. The algebraic sum of the voltage rises is zero. 

3. The algebraic sum of the voltage drops equals the algebraic sum  

  of the voltage rises. 
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In general, the total resistance of series-connected resistors (series 

resistors) equals the sum of the individual resistances: 

 

 

Voltage Division 

The voltage division or voltage divider rule applies to resistors in 

series. 

 

In general, for any number of series resistors with a total resistance 

of RT and with a voltage of Vs across the series combination, the 

voltage Vx across one of the resistors Rx is: 

 

 

 

3. Kirchhoff’s Current Law and Parallel Circuits 

 

Kirchhoff's current law, abbreviated KCL, has three equivalent 

versions: 

 

At any instant in a circuit, 

1. The algebraic sum of the currents leaving a closed surface is zero. 

2. The algebraic sum of the currents entering a closed surface is 

zero. 

3. The algebraic sum of the currents entering a closed surface equals 

the algebraic sum of those leaving. 
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Current Division 

 
Example 1 
3.2  In fig. 3-3, which components in series and which components are in parallel? 

3.3 Identify all loops and meshes in fig. 3-4. Also find out which components are in 

series and which components are in parallel? 
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Example 2 

What is the value of V in the circuit below? 

 
Answer 

 

 

Example 3 

Find the voltage Vab in the circuit below. 

 

Answer: 
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4.  Glossary – English/Chinese Translation 

 

English Chinese 

Ohm’s Law 

Conductance 

Resistance and Resistivity 

Tolerance 

Color Code of Resistors 

Internal Resistance 

Branch 

Node Analysis 

Mesh Analysis 

Loop Analysis 

Series and Parallel Connection 

Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law 

Kirchhoff’s Current law 

Voltage Divider Rule 

Current Divider Rule 

欧姆定律 

电导 

电阻和电阻率 

宽容 

电阻器的颜色代码 

内阻 

分支 

节点分析 

网格分析 

环路分析 

串联和并联 

基尔霍夫电压定律 

基尔霍夫现行定律 

分压器规则 

电流分频器规则 

 

 

----- END ----- 
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Your Notes: 


